Say Hello to $1 Fuel.

Wave Goodbye to Emissions.
Redeem™ Dollar Deal

Available now for the first 250 qualifying trucks

With the purchase of Cummins Westport’s (CWI) ISX12N clean natural gas engine

Clean Energy Redeem renewable natural gas (RNG) locked in at $1 per gallon rate for 12 months

Available at all Clean Energy stations throughout California

Contact Clean Energy for qualifying vehicle requirements

Zero Now for the Long Haul

Introducing Zero Now, the engine and fueling solution that meets zero emissions standards, is affordable and is available today.

The solution combines the new Cummins Westport ISX12N engine that delivers diesel caliber performance with reliability and durability, with Clean Energy’s Redeem renewable natural gas (RNG). Everything a heavy-duty truck could ask for.

Zero Now pairs the cleanest fuel with the cleanest engine technology in the world to give heavy-duty trucks a real zero emissions solution you can put on the road today.

Environmental Impact
- Cleanest certified heavy-duty engine in the world
- 90% reduction in smog-forming NOx emissions vs. current EPA standards
- 70% to 100% reduction in GHG emissions
- 100% renewable energy from organic waste
- 100% elimination of diesel particulate matter
- 100% replacement of petroleum fuel
- Far quieter to operate

Operational Impact
- Offers route flexibility and in-route efficiency
- Meets long-range needs
- Fuels at existing nationwide network of natural gas fueling stations
- Backed by nationwide network of technicians and parts and service support
- Supported by industry experts in manufacturing, service, support, and financing
- No DPF & SCR system

Economic Impact
- Lowest incremental vehicle cost to diesel
- Price-stable fuel
- Abundant domestic fuel supply
- Costs much less than electric

Learn more about how to save on the cleanest fuel in the world.
Contact Clean Energy at 949.437.9064